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Grammar  Articles
Reference

Vocabulary  Parts of the body
Danger and preferences

Phrases  Speculating
Defending a point of view

11get active

 Listening   Vocabulary 
 1 In pairs or small groups, discuss the questions. 

 • What kind(s) of  physical activity  do you enjoy? 
Walking, dancing,  going to the gym ? 

 • Do you prefer  participating in  sports, being a 
 spectator  or neither? Why? 

 • If you watch sports, are you an  armchair fan  or 
do you prefer  live sporting events ? Why? 

 • What do you think are the best ways to  keep � t 
 or have  an active lifestyle ? 

 2 a Look at photo C. What do you know about 
hula hooping? Do you think it is a good way of 
keeping � t? Why? Why not? 

  b 1.2    Listen to a radio interview with a hula 
hoop enthusiast. Put the topics in the order you 
hear them. 
 a  □ A de� nition of hula-aerobics 
 b  □ Di� erent kinds of hoops 
 c  □ How hula hooping compares to running in 

terms of calories expended 
 d  □1  The longest hula hooping session ever 
 e  □ What parts of the body hula hooping 

particularly bene� ts 
 f  □ When hula hooping was � rst invented 

 3 1.2    Listen again. Tick ( ✓ ) true and cross ( ✗ ) false. 
 1  □✗  The world hula hooping record is 

eighteen hours. 
 2  □ Hula hooping is better exercise than running. 
 3  □ In the 1950s more than 100 million hoops 

were sold in the United States. 
 4  □ Hula hooping was � rst invented in the 

United States .
 5  □ A toy hula hoop is heavier than a more 

professional one. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercise 3 page 105

 4 a Check the  Words2know . Then circle the 
best words to complete the instructions for 
hula hooping.   

ankle      belly button      calf (calves)      chest      
chin     elbow      heel      hips      limbs      lower back      
palm      shins      shoulders      spine      thighs      
thumb      torso      waist      wrist

1.3Words 2 know

  b 1.4    Listen to the rest of the interview and 
check your answers. 

A

Well, the � rst thing you do is to step into the 
hoop, hold it with both hands and then place 
the hoop round your 1 ankle/waist . Pull it to 
one side until it is pressed right up against you 
and give it a good push. If the push isn’t hard 
enough, it won’t work. Then you push your 
2 hips/calves  back and forth as you feel the hoop 
against your 3 belly button/palm  at the front 
and your 4 shoulders/lower back . It’s really good 
for building strength in your 5 wrist/torso  but 
you also use your 6 thumbs/arms , 7 shoulders/
heels , 8 knees/chin  and 9 thighs/belly button . You 
need to press your feet down quite � rmly and 
extend your 10 elbow/spine  and neck. However, 
you shouldn’t keep your 11 chest/limbs  rigid, you 
need to relax into the rhythm really. As you get 
better, you can do more complicated things. For 
example, you can lift one 12 foot/torso  up while 
you hula hoop or place two hula hoops round 
your 13 shins/hips  going in di� erent directions.

ankle/waist . Pull it to 

Defending a point of viewactiveactive

 . Then circle the Words2know . Then circle the Words2know
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C
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 5 a 1.5    Look at the pictures showing a Qi Gong movement 
called ‘painting a rainbow’. Listen to the instructions and 
put the pictures in order. 

  b 1.5    Work in pairs. Using the pictures, explain how 
to do the movement. Listen again to see how close your 
instructions are to the original. Did you miss anything out? 

 Grammar Focus 
 Articles 

 6 Look at the extracts from the radio interview in exercise 2 
and complete the rules with  a/an ,  the  or zero article.  
 … pull it to one side … and give it  a  good push. If  the  push 
isn’t hard enough, it won’t work. 
 Patrice is also  the  winner of  a  recent hula hoop marathon. 
  … the  world hula hooping record is over seventy hours. 
  [no article]  Practice makes perfect! 

 1 a  When something is one of many we use  ___  .  
  b  When there is only one we use  ___  .  

 2 a  When we mention something for the � rst time 
we use  ___  .  

  b  When something is known (because it has been 
mentioned before or because the context makes it clear) 
we use  ___  .  

 3  When we are talking about things in general we 
use  ___  .  

 Grammar 2 know   page 124  

 7 Complete the extracts with  a/an ,  the  or zero article.  
  Presenter:   And here in 1  the   studio with us today we have 
Patrice Neal … to talk about 2 ___  new � tness craze, hula-
aerobics. 
  Presenter:   3 ___  Hula hoops were popular in the 1950s, 
weren’t they? Didn’t 4 ___  craze start in the United States? 
  Patrice:   Yes, that’s right. Amazingly, 5 ___  company that 
invented 6 ___  plastic hula hoop sold twenty million hoops 
in the very � rst six months of production and more than 
100 million over the next two years. They weren’t even 7 ___  
original idea! No one knows who 8 ___  actual inventor was. 

 8 Complete the text with  a/an ,  the  or 
zero article.    
Probably 1  the    � rst country that most 
people think of when they hear the word 
‘tango’ is 2  ___   Argentina but 3  ___   tango is 
also very popular in 4  ___   Baltic States and 
Finland. There are, of course, di� erent styles 
of tango. 5  ___   kind of tango danced by 
ballroom dancers on TV is quite di� erent 
from Argentine tango, as danced in 6  ___   
streets of 7  ___   Buenos Aires.  

 Tango is 8 ___   very passionate form of 
dance. Discepolo, one of 9  ___   most famous 
composers of tango music, once said, 
‘Tango is the dance of 10  ___   hundred 
secrets, 11  ___   thousand shadows and 
12  ___   million mysteries.’ In the dance, 13  ___   
emotion is expressed without words.   

 Most people would agree that 14 ___   tango 
was at its peak of popularity in 15  ___   1930s, 
with such world famous � gures as 16  ___   
Carlos Gardel, 17  ___   singer, songwriter and 
actor, who sadly died in 18  ___   aeroplane 
crash at 19  ___   height of his career. 20  ___   
� lm about his life,   Dare to Love Me  , was 
recently released and 21  ___   � lm has had 
the e� ect of popularising tango once again 
around 22  ___   world.  

 9 a Decide on a sport, 
physical activity or dance 
which is popular in your 
country and make notes 
about these questions. 
 1  What happens in the activity? 
 2  What kind of people take part in the 

activity? 
 3  Why do you think it is popular? 

  b Work in pairs. Tell your partner 
about the activity you chose. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 1–2 page 104

CAN YOU DO IT IN ENGLISH?

A B C D
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&& Vocabulary   Speaking 
 Danger and preferences 

 1 Look at the photos. Which of the words in the box 
would you use to describe these activities and the 
people who do them? 

 3 Does the idea of base jumping or a 
similarly dangerous sport appeal to 
you? Why? Why not? 

 4 a      1.8  Check the 
words in  blue . Read the statements 
and decide if you strongly agree, 
agree, disagree or strongly disagree 
with each statement. 

brave      dangerous      exciting      extreme      foolhardy      
hazardous      risky      thrilling      thrill seekers

1.6Words 2 know

 2 a Discuss the questions. 
 • Why do you think that some people enjoy thrilling or 

dangerous activities more than others? 
 • What factors do you think make people more likely to 

enjoy thrill seeking? Age? Gender? Personality? Other?  

  b   Read the text and compare your ideas with the 
information in the text. 

  b Compare your answers with a 
partner then check the results of the 
quiz on page 134. Do you agree with 
what the answers say about you?  

 5 Change each phrase in  blue  in the 
quiz to make statements that are 
true for you. Tell the class. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 1–2 page 104

6

Just a craze … or crazy?
When an estimated one in sixty participants will die, 
why would anyone want to base jump?

� e world record for base jumping was recently broken 
again, when Nasr Al Niyadi and his trainer Omar Al Hegelan 
jumped 672 metres from the 160th � oor of the world’s 
tallest building, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. � ey were not the 
� rst ones to attempt this. In 2008, two other men illegally 
jumped from the building before it had even been � nished. 
Having got into the building dressed as engineers, they were 
arrested shortly after their jump. � is is not unusual for base 
jumpers though, who often act without permission.

For those who may not know, base jumping is an 
increasingly popular extreme sport which involves jumping 
o�  high buildings, bridges or cli� s with a parachute. It 
is unbelievably dangerous. While a sky diver may have 
up to three minutes to open his or her parachute, a base 
jumper has only seconds. � ere is also the risk of hitting 
the building or cli�  on the way down. Since its invention 
in 1981 there have been at least 147 fatalities related to 
the sport. Even fans of the sport estimate that one in sixty 
participants will die. Brave, or simply foolhardy?

I � nd it hard to understand the popularity of such 
hazardous sports. Many psychologists believe that it is 
all a question of individual personality. Men are more 
likely to enjoy thrill seeking than women, and our desire 
to experience these sensations is highest in the late teens 
and early twenties. But some people are naturally drawn to 
enjoy thrills and danger, while others are not. Both types 
are important in any society, as low-sensation seekers will 
happily carry out relatively unexciting jobs, while high-
sensation seekers will work very well as � re � ghters or on 
the stock market.

Taking unnecessary risks really doesn’t 

appeal to me. 

You would never catch me doing a 

parachute jump.

I sometimes like to take a few risks.

I love the feeling of going really fast.

I prefer to swim in a pool rather than in 

a deep lake or sea.

I’d never want to go base jumping.

I quite fancy the idea of walking on a 

tightrope.

I doubt if I’d enjoy sur� ng.

I often wish I could � y a plane.

I � nd roller coasters really exhilarating.

Speaking 

Look at the photos. Which of the words in the box 
would you use to describe these activities and the 

brave      dangerous      exciting      extreme      foolhardy      

A
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 Grammar Focus 
 Reference  

 6 a Look at the � rst paragraph of the text in 
exercise 2 again and decide what the words in 
bold refer to, as in the example. 

 8 Look at the examples of ellipsis and answer the 
questions in brackets.  
 1 While a sky diver may have up to three 

minutes to open his/her parachute, a base 
jumper has only seconds.  (What does a base 
jumper only have seconds to do?)  

 2 Men are more likely to enjoy thrill seeking 
than women. ( What verb is ‘missing’ here?)  

 3 Some people are naturally drawn to enjoy 
thrills and danger, while others are not.  (What 
is ‘missing’ here?)  Both types ( of what? ) are 
important in any society. 

 9 a Rewrite the statements to remove the 
repetition using suitable reference devices 
from exercises 6–8. 
 1  High-sensation seekers can be the kind of 

people who do well in business as well as  the 
kind of people  who enjoy extreme sports. 
Society needs  this kind of  people. 

 2  People enjoy extreme sports because these 
days ordinary life is a bit too dull and safe. 
Because of  the fact that ordinary life is a bit 
too dull and safe , people need to get their 
thrills elsewhere.  

 3  Enjoying extreme sports is a sign of immaturity. 
 The fact that it is a sign of immaturity  is why 
 enjoying extreme sports  is something people 
grow out of as  people  get older.  

 4  When Nasr Al Niyadi and Omar Al Hegelan 
jumped o�  the Burj Khalifa, they were watched 
by a fascinated audience. I wish I had been  at 
the Burj Khalifa  to see  Nasr Al Niyadi and Omar 
Al Hegelan  jump  o�  the Burj Khalifa.  

 5  High-sensation seekers are at one end of 
the scale, while low-sensation seekers are at 
the other  end of the scale . Most people fall in 
the middle  of the scale .  Most people  like 
new experiences but don’t want to take 
too many risks.  

  b Discuss the statements in small groups. 
Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 3–4 page 104

  b  Underline  other examples of reference 
pronouns and demonstratives in the text. 
What does each one refer to? 

 7 a Look at the examples of substitution from 
the text. What do the words in bold replace? 
 1  … Nasr Al Niyadi and his trainer Omar Al 

Hegelan jumped 672 metres from the 160th 
� oor of … the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. They were 
not the � rst  ones  to attempt this. 

 2 I � nd it hard to understand the popularity of 
 such  hazardous sports. 

  b Complete the sentences with the words in 
the box. 

 do      does      did      one ✓   so      such 

 1  As soon as a world record is broken, someone 
will try to set a new  one  . 

 2  Nasr Al Niyadi jumped 672 metres and so  ___  
Omar Al Hegelan. 

 3  Older people don’t often like extreme sports, 
while younger people frequently  ___  . 

 4  I don’t fancy making a parachute jump but my 
older brother  ___  . 

 5  Thousands of injuries are caused by  ___  sports. 
 6  Extreme sports are popular worldwide but 

perhaps nowhere more  ___  than in the US. 

Grammar 2 know   1.8  page 124 

� e world record for base jumping was recently 
broken again, when Nasr Al Niyadi and his trainer 
Omar Al Hegelan jumped 672 metres from the 160th 
� oor of the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa in 
Dubai. � ey were not the � rst ones to …
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& Reading   Vocabulary 
 1 Discuss the questions. 

 • What sports do the photos show? Do you play any 
of these sports? 

 • Do you think men or women are better at these 
sports? Why? 

 2 a You are going to read an extract from  Bend it like 
Beckham , a book (and � lm) about a women’s football 
team. In this section, Jess, the main character, is 
playing a game against a team in Germany. Read the 
text and answer the questions. 
 1  What is the score at the beginning of the extract? 

What word is used to describe this? 
 2  What is the score at the end of the second 

paragraph? What phrase describes the score? 
 3  What is the score at full time? What word describes 

this score? 
 4  Which team won in the end? How? 

  b How does Jess feel at each stage of the game? 
 Underline  the words and phrases which tell you. 

8

I felt OK as we ran out for the second half. All 
I felt OK as we ran out for the second half. All 

my fears about not being � t enough seemed to be 
my fears about not being � t enough seemed to be 

unfounded. But as the deadlock continued for the next 

twenty minutes, I began to wheeze a bit. My 

started to drop, and I was having to push myself hard 

to keep up with the � ow of play. 

MarkMark her!’ Mel yelled. With a sinking heart, I realised 
Mark

dribblingdribbling towards the penalty area, unmarked. I chased 
dribbling
after her, but couldn’t  the ball 

happen.’
Yeah, but it wouldn’t have happened if I was � t 

enough, I thought silently. It wasn’t fair on the rest of 

the team. 1 c 
The match was nearly over and I was almost on my 
The match was nearly over and I was almost on my 

last legs, when I saw a chance. I picked the ball up from 
last legs, when I saw a chance. I picked the ball up from 

Sally and, as if by magic, a gap suddenly opened up in 
Sally and, as if by magic, a gap suddenly opened up in 

front of me. I got my second wind and headed for the 
front of me. I got my second wind and headed for the 

German penalty area.
‘Jess!’ I could hear Jules shrieking as she ran 
‘Jess!’ I could hear Jules shrieking as she ran 

alongside me. ‘Pass!’
I glanced up and hit the ball forward into space. 
I glanced up and hit the ball forward into space. 

Jules ran on to it, picked it up and thumpedthumped the ball 

into the net. 
Jules cartwheeled over to me and I jumped on her, 
Jules cartwheeled over to me and I jumped on her, 

followed by the rest of the team. We were all screaming 
followed by the rest of the team. We were all screaming 

with joy. The referee had to break it up and hustle us 
with joy. The referee had to break it up and hustle us 

back to the centre circle, but two minutes after we 
back to the centre circle, but two minutes after we 

kicked off, he kicked off, he kicked off blew the whistle for full time. A draw. for full time. A draw.

Although it wasn’t usual to � nish a friendly match 
Although it wasn’t usual to � nish a friendly match 

, both sides had decided that it would be a 
, both sides had decided that it would be a 

2___ I hung back as Joe came on to the pitch to 
___ I hung back as Joe came on to the pitch to 

give us a quick pep talk. Maybe he wouldn’t choose me.

‘OK, Jules, you go � rst,’ Joe said briskly. ‘Then Mel, 
‘OK, Jules, you go � rst,’ Joe said briskly. ‘Then Mel, 

Tina, Hannah and …’ he turned to me ‘ - Jess.’

I tried not to look relieved that I was last. With any 
I tried not to look relieved that I was last. With any 

luck I wouldn’t have to take my turn, if the match was 
luck I wouldn’t have to take my turn, if the match was 

decided before that.decided before that.
The Germans went � rst and scored. The Germans went � rst and scored. 3___ The 

Germans scored again. So did Mel. After a third 
Germans scored again. So did Mel. After a third 

German goal, Tina was looking nervous, but she was 
German goal, Tina was looking nervous, but she was 

lucky because her shot went in off the post.
lucky because her shot went in off the post.

My stomach was turning over and over as Hannah 
My stomach was turning over and over as Hannah 

stepped up to take our fourth penalty. stepped up to take our fourth penalty. 4___ If Hannah 

scored, it would be all down to the last German penalty-
scored, it would be all down to the last German penalty-

taker … and me.taker … and me.
Hannah sent the goalkeeper the wrong way and 
Hannah sent the goalkeeper the wrong way and 

rolled the ball smoothly into the left-hand corner of the 
rolled the ball smoothly into the left-hand corner of the 

net. I tried to take deep breaths to calm myself down. If 
net. I tried to take deep breaths to calm myself down. If 

the next German scored, I’d have to take my turn. 
the next German scored, I’d have to take my turn. 5___ 

A loud roar round the stadium told me that she’d 
A loud roar round the stadium told me that she’d 

scored. The referee beckoned to me and I trudged over 
scored. The referee beckoned to me and I trudged over 

to place the ball on the spot. I was incredibly tired, and 
to place the ball on the spot. I was incredibly tired, and 

my legs felt like they were made of lead. Behind me I 
my legs felt like they were made of lead. Behind me I 

could hear the girls yelling encouragement.
could hear the girls yelling encouragement.

‘Come on, Jess!’ That was Jules. ‘Come on, Jess!’ That was Jules. 6___ 

I made a superhuman effort and ran towards the 
I made a superhuman effort and ran towards the 

ball but even as I hit it I knew it wasn’t right. I groaned 
ball but even as I hit it I knew it wasn’t right. I groaned 

as the ball hit the crossbar and as the ball hit the crossbar and ricocheted into the 

crowd. Now I knew exactly how Gareth Southgate, 
crowd. Now I knew exactly how Gareth Southgate, 

David Batty and all those other players who’d missed 
David Batty and all those other players who’d missed 

penalties for England felt. Like someone had grabbed 
penalties for England felt. Like someone had grabbed 

hold of my insides and ripped them out. Gutted, in 
hold of my insides and ripped them out. Gutted, in 

other words.
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 3 a Six sentences have been removed from the text. 
Complete the text with the sentences below. There 
is one sentence which you do not need. 
 a  ‘You can do  this .’ 
 b  I closed my eyes, willing  her  to fail. 
 c  I had to make  it  up to them somehow. 
 d   Now , with my legs wobbling dangerously 

underneath me, I wasn’t so sure. 
 e   This  was easily the biggest crowd I’d ever played in 

front of. 
 f   So  did Jules, with a cracking shot that nearly broke 

through the net. 
 g The Germans hadn’t missed  one  yet. 

  b What do the reference words in bold in the 
sentences refer to?  

 4      1.10  Check the words and phrases 
in  blue  in the text. Then match them with the 
de� nitions. 
  1  A chance to hit the ball into the goal, either 

because the other team has broken a rule or to 
decide who wins after a draw.  penalties

  2  Kick, throw or hit a ball to a member of your own 
team. 

  3  Move the ball along with you by short kicks or 
bounces. 

  4  Start or restart a game by kicking the ball. 
  5  Stay close to a player of the opposite team during 

a game. 
  6  The speed at which someone walks or runs or the 

speed at which something happens. 
  7  To come from behind and reach someone in front 

of you by going faster. 
  8  To hit (two words with this meaning) 
  9  What the referee does to stop the game. 
  10  When something changes direction after hitting a 

surface at an angle. 

 5 a 1.11  Listen to two match reports for a volleyball 
match and a hockey match. In each report: 
 1 Who won? London or Exeter? Hopewell or 

Charlton? 
 2 What was the � nal score in each game? 

  b  1.11   Listen again and note down some of the 
sports-related vocabulary that you hear in each 
report. Compare with a partner. 

 6 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Tell each
other about a real sporting event
that you have watched or taken 
part in.  

MINI WORKBOOK exercise 4 page 105

CAN YOU DO IT IN ENGLISH?
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UNIT Check the words and phrases 
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UNIT
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A chance to hit the ball into the goal, either UNIT
A chance to hit the ball into the goal, either 
because the other team has broken a rule or to UNIT
because the other team has broken a rule or to 
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decide who wins after a draw.  
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Kick, throw or hit a ball to a member of your own 
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11get active

& Writing   Vocabulary 
 Describing data 

 1 Discuss the questions in pairs. 
 • How often do you take part in sport or other 

physical activity? 
 • Who takes the most exercise in your family? 

Children? Teens? Parents? Grandparents? 
 • Do you take more or less exercise than your 

parents did at your age? Why? 

 2 Look at chart A and compare the data with your 
answers to exercise 1. Does anything surprise you? 

 3 a STRUCTURE Read the report. Match the 
paragraphs (1–5) with the topics (a–e). 

 4 The introduction should not use the same words 
as the title. Look at the examples of how the 
introduction to the description (B) paraphrases 
the title of the chart (A). What other examples of 
paraphrasing can you � nd in B? 

 a  □4  An important point about the older 
age groups 

 b  □ Summarising what information is 
given in the chart 

 c  □ An important point about the 
youngest age group 

 d  □ Comparing overall exercise levels 
among di� erent age groups 

 e  □ Describing activity levels for all age 
groups over the period 

  b In pairs, point out the features of the 
chart which relate to each of the paragraphs. 

   c What   comparisons   can you see in the 
report?   
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Chart A: The chart gives information about participation in 

different sports or physical activities on at least one occasion 

in the last four weeks, looking at different age groups.
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Chart C: The chart shows the number of Americans (in millions) 

who had participated in various extreme sports at least once in each 

year.The �gures are for an eight-year period between 2002 and 2010. 

mountain biking

arti�cial wall
climbing

percentage of 
people taking part

inline skating

paintball

Chart B

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and make 
comparisons where relevant.

The chart shows how many people in different age groups took part in a sporting 
or physical activity at least once in a four-week period, and how this changed 
between 2002 and 2011. 

Generally speaking, the younger age groups participated in sporting or physical activities much 
more than the older age groups. Around eighty percent of those aged between 16 and 19 took 
part in some activity, compared with less than twenty percent of those aged 70 plus.

Overall, for most age groups there was not a very noticeable increase in activity levels over 
the nine years. Participation by most of the age groups climbed between 2002 and 2006 but 
this had dropped back down by 2011. 

A striking point is that for the 60 to 69 age group activity levels rose steadily over the 
period and there was quite a signi� cant increase for the other two older age groups between 
2002 and 2006, though this fell a little in 2011. 

In contrast, the youngest age group were the only group participating less in 2011 than 
they did in 2000, despite a brief rise in 2006.

2

3

4

5

1

A

B

The chart below gives information about participation in 
different sports or physical activities on at least one 
occasion in four weeks, looking at different age groups 
over a nine-year period.

The chart shows how many people in different 
age groups took part in a sporting or physical activity 
at least once in a four-week period and how this 
changed between 2002 and 2011.

different sports or physical activities on at least one 
occasion in four weeks, looking at different age groups 
over a nine-year period.

different sports or physical activities on at least one different sports or physical activities on at least one 
occasion in four weeks, looking at different age groups 

how many people in different 

different sports or physical activities on at least one 

how many people in different 

1.12
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 5 LANGUAGE Read  Language4writing . 
 Underline  the phrases used in 
the report.  

 7 Now look at chart C and complete the sentences using the 
information. 
 1  Overall, the number of people participating in extreme 

sports              over the period. 
 2  There was a              in the number of people participating 

in mountain biking after 2005. 
 3  The most popular sport of the four was consistently              . 
 4  The number of people taking part in              � uctuated. 
 5  Apart from a small dip in 2005,              remained at about 

the same level of popularity throughout the period. 
 6  Interest in              peaked in 2006, after which there 

was a sharp fall until 2009, when the drop in numbers 
participating became less pronounced.  

Describing increases
rose/climbed/increased (gradually/
steadily/slightly/noticeably) 
soared      peaked
a (gradual/slight/noticeable/signi� cant) 
rise/climb/increase

Describing decreases
fell/dropped/dipped/decreased 
(dramatically/slightly/sharply/steadily) 
plunged      plummeted
a (dramatic/slight/sharp/small) fall/
drop/dip/decrease

Lack of change
remained stable/� at/steady/about the 
same level

Frequent change
� uctuated/was erratic 
a � uctuation in

Language 4writing
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Chart A: The chart gives information about participation in 

different sports or physical activities on at least one occasion 

in the last four weeks, looking at different age groups.
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Chart C: The chart shows the number of Americans (in millions) 

who had participated in various extreme sports at least once in each 
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Chart A: The chart gives information about participation in different sports or physical activities on at least one occasion in the last four weeks, looking at different age groups.
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Chart C: The chart shows the number of Americans (in millions) who had participated in various extreme sports at least once in each year.The �gures are for an eight-year period between 2002 and 2010. 
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Chart B
 8 a You are going to write your own answer to the 

writing task.  
 • Remember you should simply describe the chart and 

not include your own opinions or ideas. 
 • Write an introduction which summarises what the chart 

shows but uses di� erent words. 
 • Decide what is the key information shown in the chart 

and what comparisons you can make. Begin with more 
general points and then give a few key speci� c details.  

 • Try to use a variety of the phrases in  Language4writing . 

 6 Complete the sentences to describe 
the sections of chart B, using 
both verb and noun phrases .  Use 
 Language4writing  to help you. 
 1  Between 2000 and 2002 …   . 
 2  In 2002 …   . 
 3  The percentage of people taking 

part  …  in 2003 before  …  in 2004. 
 4  Between 2004 and 2009 …   . 
 5  From 2009 onwards …   . 

Look at chart C. Summarise the information 
by selecting and reporting the main features 
and make comparisons where relevant.

Write at least 150 words.

  b Write the � nal draft of your report.        

MINI WORKBOOK exercise 5 page 105
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2.1Words 2 know

baggy     casual     designer     fashionable     frumpy     lace     laid-back
leather     old-fashioned     quirky     scru� y     shiny     skimpy     skinny
suede     tight-� tting     velvet     vintage     weird

 2 Check the  Words2know . Are they used to describe people, clothes or both?  

Grammar  Adjective patterns
Multi-word verbs

Vocabulary  Describing clothes, 
people and personality

Phrases  Expressing preference
44image conscious

baggy     casual     designer     fashionable     frumpy     lace     laid-back
leather     old-fashioned     quirky     scru� y     shiny     skimpy     skinny

 . Are they used to describe people, clothes or both?  

 Listening   Vocabulary 
 1 Look at the photos and discuss the questions. 

  •  Do you think any of the people in the pictures 
look good? Why? Why not? 

 • What ‘messages’ do you think the 
way they chose to look might give? 

 • In general, do you prefer to � t in or 
stand out from the crowd? Why? 

 3 a  2.2   Listen to one of the pictures on the page being described 
and identify which picture it is. 

 b  2.2   Listen again and note which of the  Words2know  she uses. 

 c Now give a similar description of another picture on the page. 
Try to use some of the  Words2know . 

MINI WORKBOOK exercise 1 page 111
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 4 a  2.3   Listen to an interview with Sophie, who 
describes herself as an ‘Indie’. Put the topics into 
the order in which they are discussed. 
 a □ How an Indie styles his/her hair 
 b  □ How Indies spend their free time 
 c □ Other youth cultures 
 d □ The meaning of the term ‘Indie’ 
 e □ Where an Indie buys his/her clothes 

 b  2.3   Listen again and complete the sentences 
using no more than three words. 
  1 Indie music is not usually produced by  _____  . 
  2 Sophie thinks that when an indie band becomes 

popular they  _____  . 
  3 Sophie likes  _____  clothes because they’re quirky 

and di� erent. 
  4 Sophie � nds that the jeans she can buy on the 

high street aren’t  _____  for her. 
  5 Sophie plays  _____  in her band. 
  6 Although a lot of her friends are vegetarian, 

Sophie isn’t because she  _____  . 
  7 Sophie says Indies and Emos are sometimes 

confused because they both wear  _____  . 
  8 According to Sophie, the biggest di� erence 

between Emos and Indies is their  _____  . 
  9 Sophie says that Goths tend to wear black and 

sometimes colours like  _____  . 
  10  She thinks that the way Goths dress is  _____  . 

 5 Discuss the questions. 
 • Do you have Indies, Emos or Goths in your 

country? If so, do you agree with Sophie? 
 • What other youth cultures can you think of? How 

do they look? What do they do? 

 Grammar Focus 
 Adjective patterns 
 6 a  2.3   Put the words in  italics  in the correct order. 

Then listen again to check. 
 1  Indie music is music produced by  small/record/ 

independent/companies . 
 2  I’ve got a(n)  really/old-fashioned/record/cool/

player/big . 
 3  It’s good if it looks like something a(n)  old/little/

lady  would wear.  
 4  I’ve got a  white/from the sixties/fantastic/pair of/

leather/knee-high/boots . 
 5  There’s a  vegetarian/nice/really/café  in town. 
 6  The most typical sort of Goth wears a  black/velvet/

long/dress . 

 Grammar 2 know   page 127  

 b Check that the examples in exercise 6a � t the 
rules for adjective order.

  7 Choose three items of clothing that 
someone in the class is wearing and 
describe them using a group of adjectives. 
Read your descriptions aloud. Can your 
classmates guess whose clothes you are 
describing? 

 8 Find the mistakes in the sentences and 
rewrite them correctly. 
 1  The pearls were large perfect glowing. 

he la e lo in  pea ls e e pe ect
 2  Jon was wearing a black red striped 

jumper. 
 3  The coat has a big and fur collar. 
 4  The jumper was quite scru� y, old. 
 5  I would much rather buy vintage 

something than new something. 
 6  He had bought it from a little, charity shop 

in London. 
 7  She wore a gorgeous, full length, and silk 

evening dress. 
 8  His hair was long black messy. 

 9 Rewrite the following descriptions adding 
more adjectives and/or adjectival phrases. 
 1  It was cold so he put on a coat and scarf.  

 t as col  an  a p so he p t on a 
lon  lac  coat ith a  colla  an  a 
thic  st ip  sca  
 2  She had green eyes. 
 3  His hair was brown. 
 4  His favourite shirt was red. 
 5  She found herself in a large room. 
 6  The sky was blue .

 10 Look at the extract from Sophie’s 
interview.  Underline  the adjectives. 
 My favourite band at the moment is 
the Dodos. They’re an American band 
and the guys are just really low-key and cool. 
They wear jeans and shirts mostly, often 
vintage-looking check shirts and they have 
messy hair, of course, and one guy even has 
a moustache. But it’s kind of seventies style. 
And they wear trainers a lot so, really, they 
look quite like the people I hang out with. 

 11 a Work in pairs. Tell your partner about 
your favourite band or singer. 

 b Now write a short description of your 
favourite singer or band, describing how 
they look and the kind of clothes they wear.   
MINI WORKBOOK exercises 1–2 page 110
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 Grammar Focus 
 Multi-word verbs 

 1 Look at the photos of tattoos. Can you match them with the 
celebrity they belong to? 

 Rihanna      Eva Longoria      Angelina Jolie      Megan Fox 

 2 Discuss the questions. 
 • What other people do you know (of ) with tattoos? 
 • Do you think that tattoos can be attractive? Why? Why not? 
 • Do you, or would you ever, have a tattoo? Why? Why not? 

 3 Read the text. What reasons can you � nd for   and against having a tattoo? 
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Stacey, 22, is fi nding that she is getting passed over for promotion 
at work and wonders if this is anything to do with her twelve 
tattoos. ‘� ey’ve told me to wear long sleeves whatever the 
weather!’ she says. ‘It’s ridiculous but they won’t back down so 
I’ve had to give in.’

And a recent survey showed that less than thirty percent of 
employers in the retail, hospitality, o�  ce or beauty sectors would 
take on someone with a visible tattoo.

And then you need to bear in mind how the tattoo might look 
when you’re getting on a bit. What looked cool on you at 18, 
might just look sad at 50. Your tattoo can also fade and, if you 
put on weight, stretch. Or you might just go o�  it.

If all this doesn’t put you o�  and you can summon up the courage 
(it hurts), make sure you shop around for a reputable tattooist. 
Ask to see a portfolio of their work and certifi cates of training and 
hygiene. Where possible, get a personal recommendation from 
someone you trust. And think it over fi rst. Hard.

What kind of person gets a tattoo? Sailors, bikers, 
criminals? Well, not anymore! Check out this information 
from a recent survey: the number of Americans aged 
eighteen to twenty-fi ve with tattoos has gone up to thirty-
six percent over the last few years. And tattoos seem to 
be catching on in South America, Europe and Japan, too, 
a trend possibly encouraged by the number of celebrities 
proudly showing o�  their tattoos. People are getting 
tattoos to celebrate the birth of a child or to show the 
world a symbol or a phrase with some personal meaning. 

But how many of those following this latest fashion will 
end up regretting it? Julie, now 25, is having her tattoo 
removed by laser surgery. ‘My mates egged me on to do it 
while I was on holiday a few years ago,’ she says, ‘and now 
I feel that I’ve grown out of it.’ Laser surgery isn’t a cheap 
or easy option, however. Julie originally paid £100 for her 
tattoo but is now having to cough up over £1000 to get rid 
of it and the process will take about six months.
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& 4 a  Underline  all the multi-word verbs in the text. 

 Grammar 2 know   page 127  

 b Match the multi-word verb to the de� nitions. 
Is each verb a) intransitive, b) transitive and 
separable, c) transitive and inseparable or 
d) transitive and inseparable but with two particles? 
  1  become more popular (line 7) 

 catch on
  2  make sure a lot of people see something 

because you feel good about it (line 9) 
  3  be in a particular situation, perhaps 

unexpectedly, after a series of events (line 13) 
  4  encourage someone to do something, especially 

something unwise (line 14) 
  5  stop doing something as you get older (line 16) 
  6  give someone money or information when you 

do not really want to (line 18) 
  7  not be chosen, when you should have been 

(line 20) 
  8  admit that you are wrong (line 24) 
  9  stop liking something (line 31) 
  10  compare the price and quality of di� erent things 

before you decide to buy (line 33) 

 5 Put the words in  italics  in the correct order to 
make sentences. 
  1  Julie was proud of her engagement ring. She 

kept waving her hand to  o� /show/it . 
  2  When I started I had no idea  I/up/would/where/end . 
  3  He wouldn’t have done it if  friends/his/hadn’t/on/

him/egged . 
  4  It’s just a phase. She’ll  out/grow/of/it . 
  5  The tickets are expensive, you’ll need to  up/

cough/nearly £100 . 
  6  Although she did her job well, when the time 

came for promotion  was/passed/she/over . 
  7  I don’t think  that hairstyle/on/will/catch . 
  8  I used to love chocolate ice cream, but recently 

 have/gone/I/it/o�  . 
  9  It’s important to  when/buying/shop/an expensive 

item/around . 
  10  He knew he was wrong but he still  back/

wouldn’t/down . 

 6 Complete the sentences in ways which are true for 
you. Then compare your sentences with a partner. 
 1  Recently, I have  grown out of   _____   .  
 2  I will usually  back down  if  _____  . 
 3  If I had a  _____  , I would be proud to  show it o�  . 
 4  I know someone who  was egged on to   _____  . 
 5  It  puts me o�   someone if they  _____  . 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 3–5 page 110

 Listening   Speaking 
 7 What is your reaction to 

the picture? Do you think 
it is artistic or do you � nd 
it unattractive? Why? 

 8  2.5   Listen to Tom talking 
about his piercings. Tick 
( ✓ ) true and cross ( ✗ ) 
false. 

 1  □ In the UK it is illegal 
to get piercings before 
you are eighteen. 

 2  □ Tom’s mum was 
happy for him to have 
his ears pierced. 

 3  □ Tom regrets 
having all his piercings done. 

 4  □ Tom regrets having had a tattoo of 
his girlfriend’s name. 

 5  □ Tom thinks it isn’t a good idea to 
have tattoos when you’re still growing. 

 6  □ Having an illegal tattoo can be 
dangerous. 

 9 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 
 • What age do you have to be to get a 

tattoo or a piercing in your country? 
Do you think this is the right age? 

 • How do/would your parents feel about 
you getting either a tattoo or a piercing? 

 10 SPEAKING Look at the opinions and rank 
them in order from 1 (completely agree) 
to 5 (completely disagree). Discuss your 
opinions in pairs. 

 □ Companies have the right to make up 
their own policies about visible tattoos 
or piercings. 

 □ How a person looks has no e� ect on 
how well they do their job. 

 □ Some customers might � nd a tattooed 
or pierced person threatening to 
deal with. 

 □ Only older people would have a 
problem with other people’s tattoos or 
piercings. 

 □ Where possible, people should cover 
up tattoos or remove piercings at work. 

  co l nt a ee o e  
 hat s st hat  as thin in  

 es  that s ite t e  t  
 e haps  t ont o  thin  that    
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Tom’s mum was 
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Tom’s mum was 

happy for him to have 

UNIThappy for him to have 
his ears pierced. 

UNIThis ears pierced. 
Tom regrets 

UNITTom regrets 
having all his piercings done. 

UNIThaving all his piercings done. 
 4  

UNIT
 4  □ 

UNIT
□ Tom regrets having had a tattoo of 
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Tom regrets having had a tattoo of 

his girlfriend’s name. UNIT
his girlfriend’s name. 

 5  UNIT
 5  □ UNIT

□ Tom thinks it isn’t a good idea to UNIT
Tom thinks it isn’t a good idea to 

have tattoos when you’re still growing. UNIT
have tattoos when you’re still growing. 

□ UNIT
□ Having an illegal tattoo can be UNIT

Having an illegal tattoo can be UNIT
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& Reading   Vocabulary 
 1 Discuss the questions in pairs. 

 1 What di� erent types of music are represented in 
the three pictures below?  

 2 What other types of music can you name? 
Which do you love/quite like/dislike/really hate?  

Cla� ical
Music lovers have much 
more in common than 
you would think

at ease with yourself      bold      brash      
brimming with con� dence      conscientious
generous      gloomy      (have) high self-esteem
(have) little motivation      imaginative      laid-back
outgoing      self-centred      unsel� sh

2.6Words 2 know

 2 Check the  Words2know . In pairs, � nd other words 
or phrases which have a similar meaning to the 
words and phrases below. What di� erences are 
there between the words in each pair or group?  
 1 Miserable:  _____    
 2 Con� dent:  _____ ,  _____ ,  _____ ,  _____   
 3 Lazy:  _____ ,  _____   
 4 Kind:  _____ ,  _____   
 5 Creative:  _____   
 6 Sel� sh:  _____   
 7 Hardworking:  _____   
 8 Extrovert:  _____ ,  _____   

People who listen to indie bands are miserable 
shaggy-haired layabouts while fans of rap 
music are bold, brash and brimming with self-
con� dence.

Rather than mere narrow-minded stereotyping, 
these are the results of an extensive psychological 
survey of more than 36,000 music lovers, which 
con� rms, once and for all, that our musical 
tastes really do re� ect our personality. But 
the study’s most remarkable discovery is that 
lovers of classical music share a high number of 
personality traits with those who prefer rocking 
out to heavy metal.

� e research asked people worldwide to describe 
their personality and then to list their favourite 
musical genres. � e results show a distinct 
correlation between people’s personality traits 
and the style of music they enjoy.

Fans of indie music, for instance, 
were found to have low self-
esteem and little motivation but 
described themselves as creative. 
Rap enthusiasts, on the other hand, 
tend to feel good about themselves 
and are extremely outgoing. � ose 
who love dance music are equally 
extrovert but are more likely to 
be unfriendly and slightly 
self-centred.

generous      gloomy      (have) high self-esteem
(have) little motivation      imaginative      laid-back

esteem and little motivation but 
described themselves as creative. 
Rap enthusiasts, on the other hand, 
tend to feel good about themselves 
and are extremely outgoing. � ose 
who love dance music are equally 
extrovert but are more likely to 
be unfriendly and slightly 
self-centred.

 3 a Discuss the questions. 
 1 What kind of people usually like the di� erent 

types of music you listed in exercise 1?  
 2 Which two of the three people shown in 

photos A–C do you think would have the 
most similar personalities? 

 b Read the article and compare with your ideas. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 2–4 page 111
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 4 Read the article again and choose the best 
answer (a, b, c or d) according to the article. 

 1  Those who love rap and dance fans are 
similar because 

  a   they both tend to be a bit sel� sh. 
  b   they are both good at making friends. 
  c   they both enjoy being around other 

people. 
  d   they are both a little lazy. 

 2  Professor North believes that  
  a   people often like others who have similar 

musical tastes. 
  b   people usually dislike others whose 

musical tastes di� er. 
  c   people’s musical taste creates their 

personality. 
  d   people’s clothes don’t always indicate 

their musical taste. 

 3  According to Professor North, both heavy 
metal and classical music are … 

  a   di�  cult to play well. 
  b   popular with young and old. 
  c  popular with older people. 
  d  dramatic and a bit pompous. 

 4  John Gregson has a passion for heavy metal 
because 

  a   he thinks it is quite similar to classical music. 
  b   he feels part of something most people 

don’t understand. 
  c   he feels that heavy metal fans are more 

creative than most people. 
  d   he � nds it challenging to play fast enough. 

 5 SPEAKING In pairs, look at all the pictures on 
the page and discuss the questions. 
 • What kind of person do you think each of the 

people in the pictures might be? 
 • Which two people do you think would 

probably get on best together?     

Cla� ical to
Professor Adrian North, who led the study, said, 
‘What this research really tries to get at is why music 
is such an important part of people’s identity. People 
often de� ne their sense of identity through their 
musical taste, wearing particular clothes, going to 
certain pubs and using certain types of slang. It’s not 
so surprising that personality should also be related 
to musical preference.’

Professor North also suggested that the results 
explain why so many people bond over music and 
also why some of us are very protective about the 
music we listen to, since it is likely to be profoundly 
linked to the person we are.

According to Professor North, both heavy metal 
and classical fans are united by a shared ‘love of the 
grandiose’, which means that a Metallica fan is far 
more likely to listen to Mahler than an indie kid is to 
give reggae a try.

‘Aside from their age di� erence, they’re basically the 
same kind of person,’ he said. ‘Lots of heavy metal 
fans will tell you that they also like Wagner, because 
it’s big, loud and brash. � ere’s also a sense of theatre 
in both heavy rock and classical music, and I suspect 
that this is what they’re really looking to experience 
when they listen.’

John Gregson, 23, a classically-trained musician 
with a passion for heavy metal, agrees. ‘As an 
instrumentalist, out of all of the main genres of music, 
heavy metal and classical are the ones which require 
the most discipline to play – they’re technically 
very di�  cult and involve playing at inhumanly fast 
speeds,’ he said. ‘You feel like you’re in on a secret – 
you identify with it personally. It also feels like you 
know something that other people don’t because you 
appreciate a style of music which is often vili� ed.’

According to Professor North, both heavy metal 
and classical fans are united by a shared ‘love of the 
grandiose’, which means that a Metallica fan is far 
more likely to listen to Mahler than an indie kid is to 
give reggae a try.

‘Aside from their age di� erence, they’re basically the 
same kind of person,’ he said. ‘Lots of heavy metal 
fans will tell you that they also like Wagner, because 
it’s big, loud and brash. � ere’s also a sense of theatre 
in both heavy rock and classical music, and I suspect 
that this is what they’re really looking to experience 
when they listen.’

John Gregson, 23, a classically-trained musician 
with a passion for heavy metal, agrees. ‘As an 
instrumentalist, out of all of the main genres of music, 
heavy metal and classical are the ones which require 
the most discipline to play – they’re technically 
very di�  cult and involve playing at inhumanly fast 
speeds,’ he said. ‘You feel like you’re in on a secret – 
you identify with it personally. It also feels like you 
know something that other people don’t because you 
appreciate a style of music which is often vili� ed.’appreciate a style of music which is often vili� ed.’

What your music says about you

Indie: Low self-esteem, not very hard-working, kind or 

generous but creative

Rock ’n’ roll: High self-esteem, very creative, hard-working 

and at ease with themselves but not very kind or generous

Blues: High self-esteem, creative, outgoing and at ease 

with themselves

Classical: High self-esteem, creative and at ease with 

themselves but not outgoing

Heavy metal: Very creative and at ease with themselves 

but not very outgoing or hard-working

Reggae: High self-esteem, creative, outgoing, kind, 

generous and laid-back but not very hard-working

Country and western: Very hard-working and outgoing

Dance: Creative and outgoing but not kind or generous

Rap: High self-esteem, outgoing
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 3  According to Professor North, both heavy UNIT

According to Professor North, both heavy 
metal and classical music are … UNIT
metal and classical music are … 

  a UNIT
  a   di�  cult to play well. UNIT

   di�  cult to play well. 
   popular with young and old. UNIT
   popular with young and old. 



& Reading   Vocabulary 

1  If someone in South Korea offers you more food at 

dinner, you should:

 a  always accept immediately.

 b  refuse at least three times and then accept.

 c  always refuse.

2  In the Arab World, you should always eat your food with:

 a your right hand.   b  your left hand.   c  both hands.

3  When giving or receiving a present in China, you 

should always use:

 a your right hand.   b  your left hand.   c  both hands.

4  When bringing � owers to a Polish host you should not:

 a  bring red or white � owers.

 b  bring an odd number of � owers.

 c  unwrap the � owers before presenting them.

5  When � rst meeting people in Portugal should you:

 a  kiss them on one cheek?

 b  kiss them on both cheeks?

 c  shake hands?

 1 a In pairs or small groups, look at the 
photos of di� erent gestures. What do 
you think they mean? 

 b  3.6   Listen and match the photos to 
the explanations. 

 2 a How culturally ‘savvy’ are you? Try 
the quiz in pairs. 

 b Check your answers on page 135. 

 3 Read the article and answer the 
questions. 
 1  How many examples of cross cultural 

problems are given?  
 2  Which examples were to do with  
  a language?         b  culture?  
 3  Why do you think the companies made 

these mistakes? 
 4  Do you think all the examples are true 

or might they be ‘urban myths’?    

Grammar  Relative clauses
Modifying comparative 
structures

Vocabulary  Advertising and marketing
Di� erences and similarities
Culture

Phrases  Describing past experiences88culture clash

7474

An important part of business training these days is 
cultural awareness. Without some understanding of other 
cultures, it’s all too easy to misunderstand or even offend 
a potential client. Nevertheless, there are many stories 
about big companies who spent a fortune advertising a 
product in a new market only to � nd that the message 
they were putting across was not exactly what they 
intended.

A famous example, which might actually be an urban 
myth, is of the car manufacturers who tried to promote a 
car with the brand name ‘Matador’ in Puerto Rica. They 
were thinking of all the strong, brave Spanish bull� ghters. 
However, out of this context, matador literally means 

‘killer’ and was, unsurprisingly, not a popular choice. 
Another unfortunate translation was for Kentucky Fried 
Chicken whose slogan, ‘� nger-lickin’ good’ came out 
in Chinese as ‘eat your � ngers off’.

A big pharmaceutical company thought they would 
avoid any confusion by simply using a set of pictures 
on a billboard. The � rst picture showed someone 
feeling ill, the second showed them taking the 
medication and in the � nal picture the person was 
completely healthy. Foolproof. Except that the pictures 
went from left to right and in the Arab World, where 
they were running the advertising campaign, people 
read from right to left.

B

C

A
D
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  culture?  
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Why do you think the companies made 
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Do you think all the examples are true 
or might they be ‘urban myths’?  

SAMPLE
 

or might they be ‘urban myths’?  

UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNITIf someone in South Korea offers you more food at 

UNITIf someone in South Korea offers you more food at 

dinner, you should:

UNITdinner, you should:

  always accept immediately.

UNIT
  always accept immediately.

  refuse at least three times and then accept.UNIT
  refuse at least three times and then accept.

  always refuse.UNIT
  always refuse.

  In the Arab World, you should always eat your food with:UNIT
  In the Arab World, you should always eat your food with:

 your right hand.   UNIT
 your right hand.   bUNIT

bUNIT
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 4    3.7    Check the words in  blue  
in the article. In small groups, choose a typical 
product from your country that you think might 
sell well abroad and discuss the questions. 
 1  What kind of product is it? What market do you 

want to aim it at? Why? 
 2  What brand name does it have or will you give it? 
 3  What kind of packaging does it have? Could you 

improve this? How? 
 4  What slogan could you use in your advertising 

campaign? 
 5  What could you put on a billboard advertising 

the product? 
 6  What could you put in a television commercial 

for the product? 
 7  Are there any other ways you could promote the 

product?  

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 3–5 page 117

 Grammar Focus 
 Relative clauses 

 5 Which of the following examples (a–c) are:  
 1  a non-de� ning relative clause? 
 2  a de� ning relative clause? 
 3  a de� ning relative clause where the relative 

pronoun (only) has been omitted? 
 a   there are many stories about big companies who 

spent a fortune advertising a     product   in a new   market     
 b   … to � nd that the message they were putting 

across was not exactly what they intended.  
 c   A famous example, which might actually be an 

urban myth, is of the car manufacturers …  

 Grammar 2 know   page 131  

 6 Look at the examples of reduced relative 
clauses from the text and complete them 
with the part of the relative clause which 
has been omitted. 
 1  The � rst picture on the  billboards  showed 

someone  who was  feeling ill. 
 2  … they simply used the  packaging   _____  

designed for the United States 
 3  … a label describing the kind of baby food 

 _____  contained in the jar. 
 4  … a picture showing a businessman  _____  

putting his feet up on his desk. 

 7 Join the sentences using relative clauses 
and adding commas where necessary. 
 1  Cultural awareness is an important part 

of business training. It involves learning 
about important di� erences between 
cultures. 

 2  Without cultural awareness it is easy to 
o� end. This may lead to loss of business. 

 3  The company American Motors no longer 
exists. They produced the Matador. 

 8 Read the text. In some lines there is a 
missing word, an unnecessary word or a 
punctuation mistake. Find the mistakes and 
correct them. 

9  Discuss the questions. 
 • What are the correct ways to greet 

people in your country? Is it di� erent 
for di� erent circumstances or di� erent 
age groups? 

 • What cultural information might a visitor 
to your country need? Think about how 
to address people, queuing, manners 
when eating and so on. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 1–3 page 118

Grammar  Relative clauses
Modifying comparative 
structures

Vocabulary  Advertising and marketing
Di� erences and similarities
Culture

Phrases  Describing past experiences

An even worse example has to be the baby food 
company Gerber. When they � rst introduced their product 
to Africa they simply used the packaging designed for 
the United States. They put a nice big picture of a baby 
on the tin and a label describing the kind of baby food 
contained in the jar. Sounds � ne until you realise that in 
some parts of Africa it is usual to use a picture of what is 
inside the tin as many people cannot read.

And � nally there are the examples which are simply 
insulting. What about the airline company which created 
a television commercial for an Indian aircraft using an 
African elephant and a model wearing a Pakistani turban? 
Or, almost unbelievably, the telephone company which 
tried to market its services in Saudi Arabia with a picture 
showing a businessman putting his feet up on his desk, a 
hugely offensive gesture.

Cultural awareness is a skill has grown in importance in

recent years with the rise of globalisation. Learning the 

language, spoken in a country is important but so is 

learning how to interact appropriately. Perhaps the 

� rst thing which is often overlooked, is to � nd out 

the correct way to greet someone. Anyone, who tries 

to kiss someone’s cheek when they are expecting a 

more formal handshake is likely to embarrass themselves 

and the person who they are greeting.

that
Cultural awareness is a skill has grown in importance in
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putting his feet up on his desk. 

UNIT
putting his feet up on his desk. 

Join the sentences using relative clauses 

UNIT
Join the sentences using relative clauses 
and adding commas where necessary. 

UNITand adding commas where necessary. 
Cultural awareness is an important part 

UNITCultural awareness is an important part 
of business training. It involves learning 

UNITof business training. It involves learning 
about important di� erences between 

UNITabout important di� erences between 
cultures. 

UNITcultures. 
 2  

UNIT
 2  Without cultural awareness it is easy to 

UNIT
Without cultural awareness it is easy to 
o� end. This may lead to loss of business. UNIT
o� end. This may lead to loss of business. 

 3  UNIT
 3  The company American Motors no longer UNIT

The company American Motors no longer UNIT
exists. They produced the Matador. UNIT
exists. They produced the Matador. 
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88culture clash

& Listening   Vocabulary 
 1 The couples in the pictures come from di� erent 

countries and cultural backgrounds. Discuss 
the questions. 
 • What di� erences do you think there might 

be between the people in each couple? Think 
about language, attitudes and way of life. 

 • What do you think would be the good things 
about dating someone from another country? 

 • What do you think might be di�  cult? 

 2 a  3.8   Listen to Ester and Tom talking about 
their relationships and check your ideas. 

 b  3.8   Listen again and complete the notes 
below using no more than three words in 
each gap. 

Ester is from Hungary and 

Hiroto is from Japan.

 3 a Tom writes a blog about his experience in 
Spain. Read the entry. Which of these cultural 
di� erences does he discuss? 
  •  food   • dress
 • mealtimes   • greetings
 • timekeeping   • manners     

Where met?
Ester & Hiroto: In London while 1_____ .
Tom & Susana: In Europe while Tom was 2_____ .

What language speak?
Tom & Susana: 3_____ 
Because they live in 4_____ and Susana doesn’t 
speak 5_____ very well.
Ester & Hiroto: 6_____ 
Because both of them were 7_____ and their 
own languages are more 8_____ .

A surprising thing?
Ester & Hiroto: Ester didn’t like the way Hiroto 
9_____ and Hiroto � nds the way Hungarians 
10_____ di�  cult to deal with.
Tom & Susana: Tom � nds it hard to cope with 
things happening so 11_____ .

Best thing?
Ester & Hiroto: That Japanese are so 12_____ .
Tom & Susana: It has taught him a lot and now 
he speaks 13_____ .

Most di�  cult thing?
Ester & Hiroto: Hungarians are much more 
14_____ than Japanese.
Tom & Susana: Susana is always 15_____ .

An American in Spain: 
Spain through the eyes of a foreigner

Worlds apart? 
Some of the main differences 
I’ve noticed.
Posted by Tom Arnold 21/06

I’ve lived in Spain for a couple of years now and 
I consider myself to be quite well integrated but 
Susana, my Spanish girlfriend, still thinks I’m very 
obviously a ‘guiri’. That’s the Spanish version of a 
‘gringo’ – a foreigner.

1  Apparently I still don’t dress right. I like to 
wear jeans and sneakers, or even shorts if it’s 
particularly hot. I think my relaxed style of dress 
is refreshingly different. Susana thinks I look 
a mess.

2  I like my meals at all the ‘wrong’ times. I like to 
have my lunch around noon and my evening meal 
around 7 p.m. Completely different than Susana 
(and the rest of the country) who like to have 
lunch anytime between 2 and 5 p.m. and dinner 
anytime after 10 p.m. 

3  Mealtimes aren’t the only difference in terms of 
time. To my mind there is a world of difference 
between being on time and being half an hour 
late. Not for my Spanish friends.

4  I still have no idea about the kissing thing. It’s 
usual to greet people with a kiss but I am never 
sure who I should greet this way and, even worse, 
how many kisses I should give. In fact, I don’t 
think even the Spanish are sure about this as 
everyone I ask gives me advice which differs 
wildly. I guess you just have to know these things.

5  Tipping. The norm in the US is to tip � fteen 
percent. In Spain tipping is much less common 
and I � nd it hard to know when it’s appropriate.

But you know, despite all these differences, Susana 
and I actually have a surprising amount in common. 
We like to do the same kind of things on the 
weekend, we have fundamentally similar beliefs and 
actually we can laugh a lot about our differences.

Tom is from the US and Susana is from Spain.

3.9
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UNITSome of the main differences 
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UNITI’ve noticed.
Posted by Tom Arnold 21/06

UNITPosted by Tom Arnold 21/06

I’ve lived in Spain for a couple of years now and 
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I’ve lived in Spain for a couple of years now and 
I consider myself to be quite well integrated but UNIT
I consider myself to be quite well integrated but 
Susana, my Spanish girlfriend, still thinks I’m very UNIT
Susana, my Spanish girlfriend, still thinks I’m very 
obviously a ‘guiri’. That’s the Spanish version of a UNIT
obviously a ‘guiri’. That’s the Spanish version of a 
‘gringo’ – a foreigner.UNIT
‘gringo’ – a foreigner.
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 b Check the  Words2know . Which of these 
expressions can you � nd in Tom’s blog?   

polar opposites 
refreshingly di� erent 
there is a world of di� erence between 
worlds apart 
the exact opposite 
di� er wildly 
fundamentally similar 
have a lot in common 
completely di� erent from/to/than

3.10Words 2 know

different 1 not like something else, or not 
like before; ≠ Similar [collocations] very/
quite different, completely/totally/entirely 
different, radically different (=very different) 
signi� cantly/markedly different (different in a 
very noticeable way) slightly different, subtly 
different (different in a way that is not easy to 
notice) refreshingly different (=different in a 
good way) no different (from/to something) a 
different world (=a very different situation or 
environment)

different from Our sons are very different 
from each other

different to Her jacket’s different to mine

different than (American English)
He seemed different than he did in New York
The place looks completely different now. 
They decided to try a radically different 
approach.
We found women had signi� cantly different 
political views from men. 
a slightly different way of doing things
What actually happened was subtly different 
from the PR people’s version. 
The show is refreshingly different from most 
exhibitions of modern art.
The publishing business is no different from 
any other business in this respect.

 4 a Look at the dictionary entry for  di� erent  
and � nd possible collocations. Then use a good 
learner dictionary to do the same for  similar  
and  opposite . 

 b Write six sentences about the di� erences or 
similarities between either of the couples on this 
page using the collocations you have found.  

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 2–3 page 119

 Grammar Focus 
 Modifying comparative structures 

 5 a   Complete the extracts from the recording 
with the words in the box.  

 better and better      nowhere near as ✓     
the longer      just about      so much 
the more      easily      much less  

 1  It’s  nowhere near as  di�  cult as either 
Hungarian or Japanese. 

 2  It’s all  _____  obvious.  

 3  Everything happens  _____  later at night. 

 4  He’s  _____  the kindest person I know as well. 

 5  That’s  _____  the biggest di� erence between 
us.  

 6  My Spanish is getting  _____  .  

 7  And  _____  I live here,  _____  I realise how 
much I have to learn! 

 b  3.11   Listen and check. 

 Grammar 2 know   page 131  

 6 Complete the sentences so they are true for 
people you know. Compare your ideas with a 
partner. 

 1   _____  is nowhere near as  _____  as  _____  . 

 2   _____  is far more  _____  than  _____  . 

 3   _____  is just about the  _____  person I know. 

 4   _____  is getting  _____ er and  _____ er. 

 5   _____  is getting more and more  _____  . 

 6  The longer I  _____  the more I  _____  . 

 7 a In pairs, choose two di� erent countries, or 
parts of the same country, and make a list of 
similarities and di� erences. You can use the 
categories in exercise 3a to help you. 

 b Prepare a short presentation (one–two 
minutes) comparing and contrasting these 
countries or areas. Decide which comparative 
structures and  Words2know  you will use. 

 Although both Australia and Britain are 
English speaking countries, there are 
many signifi cant   differences. Australia is 
far bigger than England … . 

 c Give your presentation to a di� erent 
partner. 

MINI WORKBOOK exercise 4 page 118
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Complete the sentences so they are true for 

UNIT
It’s all  _____  obvious.  

UNIT
It’s all  _____  obvious.  

Everything happens  _____  later at night. 

UNITEverything happens  _____  later at night. 

He’s  _____  the kindest person I know as well. 

UNITHe’s  _____  the kindest person I know as well. 

That’s  _____  the biggest di� erence between 

UNITThat’s  _____  the biggest di� erence between 

My Spanish is getting  _____  .  

UNIT
My Spanish is getting  _____  .  

 7  UNIT
 7  And  _____  I live here,  _____  I realise how UNIT

And  _____  I live here,  _____  I realise how 
much I have to learn! UNIT
much I have to learn! UNIT

3.11UNIT
3.11   Listen and check. UNIT

  Listen and check. 
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888culture clash

 Reading   Vocabulary 
 1 In small groups, choose one of the topics each and talk for one–two minutes about a typical 

aspect of your culture. 
 • traditions       •  celebrations     •    life events (birth, marriage, death)     •    food     •    leisure activities 

  2 Read the article. What does the author say about each of the topics in exercise 1? What is a TCK?  

 3 Read the article again and decide in which paragraph (A–G) the following 
are mentioned. Then summarise the information found. 
 1  Heidi’s relationship with her extended family 
 2  The bene� ts of travel 
 3  The di� erence between where she is living and ‘home‘ 
 4  The impact of Heidi’s childhood on her attitude to life 
 5  The kind of people TCKs feel at home with 
 6  How Heidi feels when leaving for a new country 
 7  Di� erent places she has lived as an adult 

HomeHomeHomeHomeHome
keepskeepskeeps
Serial expat Heidi Sand-Hart has been to 
more than forty-two countries, and never 
stayed anywhere longer than four years. 
Here, she explains how her childhood 
instilled in her a love of travel and change.

A  Born in Britain to a Finnish mother 
and Norwegian father, I guess you could 
say I was already dealing with three very 
different cultures right off the bat. My 
parents met while working with the Asian 
community in London but we continued 
to move frequently. From Derby to 
Norway to Sussex to London to India, 
I was constantly ready for the next big 
adventure, never fully accepted nor ever 
truly an outsider. 

B  While living in the UK, my parents were 
trying to hold onto their Scandinavian 
culture and traditions and yet allow my 
brothers and me to immerse ourselves 
in our country of birth, Britain. The only 
real ‘British’ experience we had was with 
some of our friends. We didn’t have the 
British traditions that my school friends 
had. We opened our Christmas presents 
on Christmas Eve instead of Christmas 
Day, didn’t attend football games with our 
father, and probably had � sh and chips 
monthly instead of weekly. 

Read the article again and decide in which paragraph (A–G) the following 

78
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UNIT
 and yet allow my 

UNIT
 and yet allow my 

brothers and me to immerse ourselves 

UNIT
brothers and me to immerse ourselves 

country of birth

UNIT
country of birth, Britain. The only 

UNIT
, Britain. The only 

real ‘British’ experience we had was with 

UNITreal ‘British’ experience we had was with 
some of our friends. We didn’t have the 

UNITsome of our friends. We didn’t have the 
British traditions that my school friends 

UNITBritish traditions that my school friends 
had. We opened our Christmas presents 

UNIThad. We opened our Christmas presents 

UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNITon Christmas Eve instead of Christmas 

UNITon Christmas Eve instead of Christmas 
Day, didn’t attend football games with our 

UNIT
Day, didn’t attend football games with our Day, didn’t attend football games with our 

UNIT
Day, didn’t attend football games with our 
father, and probably had � sh and chips 

UNIT
father, and probably had � sh and chips father, and probably had � sh and chips 

UNIT
father, and probably had � sh and chips 
monthly instead of weekly. UNIT
monthly instead of weekly. monthly instead of weekly. UNIT
monthly instead of weekly. 



 5    3.13     Check the words in  blue  in 
the article. Then discuss the questions. 
 • What  languages and dialects  are widely spoken 

in your country? What does it feel like to visit 
somewhere where you don’t understand the 
language? 

 • Do you currently live in your  country of birth ? If 
you do, would you like to live  overseas  one day? 
Why? Why not? 

 • What countries can you think of where the 
 culture, traditions  and  customs  are very di� erent 
from your own? Would you like to live there? 
Why? Why not? 

 • What do you think it might feel like to feel ‘never 
 fully accepted  nor never truly  an outsider ’?  

 • Heidi thinks that TCKs are ‘rich individuals’. What do 
you think might be the good things about being 
an  expat  and living such a  transient lifestyle ? 

MINI WORKBOOK exercises 3–5 page 119

C  My parents’ work targeted the Indian community 
of Britain, so we grew up on curry and chapattis and 
were constantly surrounded by different languages 
and dialects. I suppose I felt a sense of connection 
with all the cultures I was surrounded by, but I was 
never 100 percent ‘in’ any of them. I remember my 
school friends talking about going round to their 
nan’s for tea and feeling a pang of jealousy, since 
my grandparents lived in Scandinavia and I couldn’t 
even communicate with them in their own language, 
let alone see them whenever I liked. And when the 
time came, I didn’t make any of their funerals since I 
was living on the opposite side of the world. 

D  There is a term which I think expresses perfectly 
what I am – ‘Third Culture Kid’ (TCK), someone who 
has spent much of their childhood years outside of 
the parents’ culture, who absorbs elements from lots 
of different countries and has a sense of belonging to 
those who have had similar experiences. 

E  Travel well and truly forced its way into my 
bloodstream and I have continued to incorporate this 
transient lifestyle into my adulthood. Since leaving 
home, I have lived as an expat in America, Canada, 
Thailand, India and New Zealand, being anything 

from a secretary to an orphanage volunteer. I have 
been to more than forty-two countries (and counting) 
and never stayed anywhere for more than four years. 

F  I often get asked when I’ll ‘settle down and get 
a real job’ but for me, the road is my home. London 
is currently where I reside but ‘home’ is where my 
family are … it is anywhere and everywhere. I have 
grown accustomed to the adrenalin that � ows with 
packing up one country in exchange for another, 
traversing from West to East and leaving for the 
excitement of the unknown. 

G  I am constantly seeking out new excuses and 
opportunities to live overseas. Having experienced 
such a colourful and varied childhood, I struggle to 
accept that life must be lived simply vegetating in 
one corner of the globe. Travel opens, challenges, 
and broadens mindsets and in that respect, Third 
Culture Kids are rich individuals indeed. I have 
gained an appreciation for other countries: their 
cultures, people, customs ... what makes them 
unique. There is so much to see and be learnt from 
other cultures, and for me, experience is the best 
form of education.
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 4 Choose the best answer (a, b, c or d) according 
to the article. 
 1  What does Heidi say about her time in the UK? 
  a  Her friends didn’t let her join in with British 

traditions .
  b  Although she was born there, she didn’t feel 

British. 
  c  She preferred Indian to British food. 
  d  She continued to speak Norwegian at home. 
 2  What does Heidi think about the idea of living 

in just one country? 
  a  That it is an old-fashioned idea. 
  b  That it would be nice to feel fully accepted. 
  c  That it is boring and unchallenging. 
  d  That it is the best way to get a good education. 
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